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Answer all questions. " 

1) Derive the Froude number for which the main hump in wave resistance occurs. 

2) Define/formulate the following : 

(a) Displacement Froude number. 

(b) Stagnation pressure. 

(c) Equivalent lift-drag ratio with respect to the specific power. 

3) Explain the following : · 

(a) Squating. 

(b) Platforming. 

(c) Porpoising. 

Marks: 2 

Marks : 3xl = 3 

Marks : 3x1 = 3 

4) A wedge section, of dead rise angle fJ, impacts downward against the water at a vertical velocity V (Fig.1 ). 

Fig. 1 Slamming. 

Given the following independent variables : Jet head d(t) 

Mean free surface 

Fig. 2 Impact Load 
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8[d(t)]2 -..;d (t)-x cos (fJ) 

The keel pressure is given as P(O, t) = Pwater v dCt) and the peak pressure is given as ppeak = Pw;ter [ dCt) r 
(a) For a deadrise· angle of fJ = land 10 degrees, find the ratio of the keel pressures arid the ratios of the peak 

pressures for the same vertical velocity. 
(b) For a deadrise angle of 5 degrees, draw the pressure distribution by dividing the wetted length d(t)/cos(p) into 

1 0 equal parts and using the formulation above. 
(c) Express the pressure non-dimensionalized by the stagnation pressure of the vertical impact velocity. 

Marks : 2 + 5 + 1 = 8 



Q!- A shipbuilding firm in the country is building a 45 knots high speed planing vessel for the Indian Navy. The 

vessel will be fitted with twin waterjets each driven by a high speed diesel engine. The design team has 

decided on a Series 65B form and finalised the following main particulars of the vessel: 

Length on waterline= 22.75 metres; All-up weight(~)= 100 tonnes; T (design)= 1.3 metres; 

Average deadrise angle (13) = 20 deg; Average chine breadth (Be)= 6.4 metres; 
J 

LCG from transom= 9.34 metres; VCG from keel= 2.1 metres; 

Distance between the line of action of thrust and centre of gravity (f)= 1.8 metres; 

Assume the thrust axis is parallel to keel; the equilibrium~ condition to be satisfied is 

~(ccosr- Jsinr) + D1(a- f)= 0 

where D 1 = frictional drag force component along bottom surface 

a =distance between D f and CG (measured normal to D 1 ) in metres>::: VCG- (b/4)tanl3 

Average bottom velocity can be taken as the free stream velocity 

Estimate the following 

• Equilibrium trim angle for the design speed of 45 knots and all-up weight of 100 tonnes 

(hint : iterate between 4 and 5 degrees trim) 

• Resistance of the craft at the equilibrium trim angle 

• Effective power of the craft at 45 knots if the appendage resistance and air resistance total 950N 

• Power of each engine assuming an overall propulsive efficiency of water jet system to be 0.55 

Use the following data: 
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where 

Lm = mean wetted length; Be = mean chine beam; r = trim angle in degrees 

13 = mean dead rise angle in deg; p = distance of centre of pressure from transom 

Density of sea water= 1025 kg per m3
; Kinematic viscosity= 1.188x10-

6 
m2 per sec 

Frictional resistance coeff. 103CF = 75(1og10Rn- 2f2 

Roughness iillowance 103 ~CF = 0.4; g = 9.81 m per sec2
; 1 knot= 0.5144 m/sec 

(14) 
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